FORTY       THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
came to Siberia at the rate of one every forty-five minutes,
800,000 within sixty years. But who caxed to come volun-
tarily into this land? It had the reputation of being a wild
and unhospitable backyard of Asia, a vast prison. Yet
out of the blood of political and criminal prisoners has sprung
up in Siberia a sturdy race of keen and energetic people.
They carry many of the characteristics which we know
from some Americans and some inhabitants of one or two
British Dominions (those which were at one time convict
colonies). These people have endurance, broad-mindedness,
a sense for opportunity and the will to use it.
They suffered from the curse under which the country
lived. It is a geographical freak: the richest and least access-
ible area in the world. Only now that Russia, has given up
all thought of territorial expansion and concentrates on the
development of its own riches arc they given support in
exploiting the wealth. According to conservative estimates
of non-Russian economists, Siberia could house something
like 300,000,000 people and nourish and provide them with
all modern, comforts.
This I pointed out to my dining-car companions as the
train continued from Novosibirsk, and we all felt the great-
ness and emptiness of the country through which we
travelled.
'You are complaining of a lack of workers, and on the
other hand you do not open your frontiers to the un-
employed of the world. Why don't you settle the over-
population of the world here?'
'It would not solve your own problems, it is the economic
system that's wrong with you, not the disproportion of space
and men,5 one of them said, a party Instructor named
Stolaroff on a speechmaking tour to Trans-Baikalia.
The waiter butted in. He was 'off duty' since we had
all finished our meals. 'Problem or no problem3, he said,
'why don't we let them come to us. Don't we need an
extra six men on this very train? Does not my brother
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